This paper focuses on communications within a high-mobility context with OFDM as the modulation of choice. We first show that the Air-to-Ground (AtG) channel is the most difficult to adapt using standard channel equalization methods. We then derive a new channel model (AtGMM) for the AtG case and use it as the basis for analysis and for simulating the effects within the AtG environment. Next, we derive the optimal channel-estimation-based equalizer for the AtG channel; showing performance equivalent to a comparable time-invariant channel. We then analyze the performance of conventional OFDMbased systems using the AtGMM channel model and provide guidelines to maximizing the throughput within differing mobility contexts.
INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [1] has received considerable attention over the years owing to the relative simplicity of its adaptation to dispersive channels. Indeed, the ability of OFDM to, in effect, "transform" a dispersive wireless channel to a Gaussian one makes it an attractive choice when it is combined with other modulation strategies. Some notable marriages are multi-carrier code-division-multiple-access [2] (MC-CDMA) and multiple input/multiple output OFDM [3] (MIMO-OFDM). In the case of MC-CDMA, OFDM enables one to harness diversity [4] in combating frequency-selective fading when symbols are spread across widely separated sub-carriers. MIMO, in its simplest form, requires a flat channel response [5] which can be easily provided by selecting sufficiently narrow OFDM sub-channels.
Internet-in-the-Sky
It is to this end that OFDM is being employed in a research project at UCLA. Our vision is to create an "Internet-inthe-sky" to support communication needs in remote areas where wired network access is not available. Fig. 1 illustrates the "hierarchical" network envisioned. The hierarchy imposed here is such that nodes with access to greater information bandwidth can serve as gateways for communication to nodes within other clusters that might be accessible only at high cost or not at all. With regard to a wireless "Internet-in-the-sky" concept, this implies that the higher altitude nodes should be the more capable ones. Because OFDM is one of the central components of this effort, special emphasis has been focused on understanding the impairments and the corresponding mitigating strategies relevant to OFDM.
The remainder of this section offers a brief review of OFDM. Recognizing that the Air-to-Ground (AtG) channel presents both high doppler and time dispersion (a challenging equalization combination), in section 2 we derive a new channel model to describe the AtG channel replacing the traditional time-invariant tapped delay line channel model. Using this new dynamical model of the AtG channel, section 3 shows that channel estimation-based equalization in the time-domain provides more responsive tracking of channel dynamics and eliminates inter-carrier interference (ICI). Since section's 3 equalization is complex compared to conventional OFDM, we consider the performance of conventional OFDM using the AtG channel model derived in section 2 to derive, in section 4, the SINR under this new channel model. We compare the theoretical performance with simulation and also present the simulated performance of the optimal equalization obtained in section 3. Finally, in section 5 we show that the throughput of OFDM (under a constant BER constraint) under dynamic channel conditions is limited by cyclic prefix overhead for low RMS frequency offsets whereas, at high RMS frequency offsets it is limited by the ICI.
OFDM Overview
Consider an OFDM system having N subcarriers and a cyclic prefix length of L. Each OFDM symbol, i, is formed as the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of a block of N data symbols S i concatenated to a block of L samples taken from the tail of the prior IDFT output sequence. The result is passed through a pulse shaping filter, p n , to yield the following transmitted sequence:
where s i is the IDFT of the i th block of data symbols, S i , extended by a cyclic prefix:
When the sequence x n is passed through a linear time-invariant (LTI) channel h n of length g, such as is depicted in Fig. 2 , inter-symbol interference (ISI) will occur between adjacent OFDM symbols. This paper assumes that g < L by design. The received signal is:
where ν n is assumed to be white Gaussian noise (WGN) (ν n will be used loosely in the following to represent noise). If we assume perfect timing synchronism, then at the receiver a set of N+L signal samples is taken corresponding to the i th OFDM symbol. By discarding the first L samples the cyclic prefix is removed. Using array notation, we can describe this remaining block of N samples as:
where W is the N-by-N DFT matrix, C p is the N+L-by-N cyclic prefix matrix, C n is the N-by-N+L cyclic removal matrix, and H is the N+L-by-N+L Toeplitz channel matrix (Toeplitz for time-invariant channels). The resulting block, Y i , is processed by performing the DFT:
where the N-by-N matrix, C = C n HC p , has the circulant property which implies that W CW H is diagonal.
Since g < L, the ISI from the i − 1 th symbol does not extend further than the length of the (discarded) L-sample guard interval of the i th symbol. This leads to OFDM's desirable single-tap equalization characteristic. And further, the circulant property of C effectively leads to a decoupling of the equations in (3) so that the equalization coefficients may be computed with complexity O(N ).
OFDM and Fast Fading
In the case of mobile systems, the issue of primary concern is fading-rate. There are a number of trends that have forced communications designers to accommodate ever-higher fading rates. First, the scarcity of radio spectrum at the low end is forcing consideration of higher frequency bands. In turn fading rates are higher -proportional to the increased carrier frequency. Second, since the present research seeks a solution that is applicable across a wide range of vehicle mobilities (from stationary to high dynamic aircraft), provision must be made for the most extreme fading case. Third, for block oriented modulations such as OFDM, the fading rate is proportional to the block length.
In fast fading environments, the least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm may not be able to adapt to the rapid channel variations. Recursive least-squares (RLS) adaptation may be required to remedy this at the expense of an order of magnitude complexity increase. Additionally, the choice of adaptation domain may have an effect on the tracking speed of a particular adaptation algorithm. This is where channel estimation based adaptation may help since this domain is often described by fewer parameters than in the equalizer-tap domain.
THE AIR-TO-GROUND MULTIPATH MODEL (ATGMM)
The one factor that virtually all of the adaptation methods up to the present time have in common is that they treat the channel or equalization coefficients as either random or unknown constants. This situation derives from using a channel model such as is depicted in Fig. 2 . More specifically, it is assumed that the time evolution of the process cannot be described by some time-propagation model and therefore is treated as random. For many environments, the assumption of an unpredictable evolution of parameters is reasonable. Such fading environments are characterized by their doppler power spectrum. But, what if the parameter evolution could be accurately described using some dynamical model? In principle, tracking such a parameter set should be less demanding than the traditional non-dynamical set (in the presence of dynamics). This principle is well established in controls where higher-order tracking algorithms exhibit less tracking lag if the underlying process is of a compatible order. In this section we take a detailed look at the air-to-ground (AtG) channel and propose a new channel model to describe it.
We begin by first reproducing a continuous-time model of the multipath environment [6] .
This relation expresses the time-variant impulse response of a continuous-time channel as it evolves in time t with a number of arrivals at delays τ m (t). We note that the model is expressed in terms of a superposition of discrete arrivals with each arrival m having a particular amplitude α m (t) and phase e j2πfcτm(t) . Since the delay τ m is the ratio of range R m to the speed of light c, we have the following alternate expression:
where λ c is the carrier wavelength and the set of arrivals at time t and any delay τ we denote as M (t). Now that we have emphasized in (4) the fact that multipath is range-dependent, we can proceed to examine the effect of mobility within various environments. The environments we have identified for this research are the following: 1) Air-to-Air (AtA), 2) Ground-to-Ground (GtG), 3) Air-to-Ground (AtG).
The GtG environment is characterized by doppler consistent with ground vehicle speeds and significant time-dispersion caused by nearby scatterers. The AtA environment (i.e. antennae not near the ground) is characterized by high doppler and a singular line-of-sight (LOS) ray with negligible received reflected rays. The AtG case is characterized by high doppler and substantial dispersion caused by scatterers nearby the ground antenna. We also note that there may be several of these dispersion "clusters" of received energy due to the presence of large reflectors that are distant with respect to the receiver and transmitter. The three scenarios are depicted in Fig. 3. 
Air-to-Air (AtA)
The AtA case is clearly the simplest of the three and can be considered a non-fading flat channel. For this to be reasonable the ground reflection must be insignificant and the transceiver implementation must employ carrier synchronization. In this case, (4) collapses to the following:
Focusing on the only impulse arrival at delay τ = R(t)/c and expressing the range to the first order as R(t) = R 0 +Ṙt, we have:
where we have absorbed the phase constant e −j2πR0/λc intoά(t). Finally, to further simplify the AtA model, we can treat the complex gainά(t) as constant as compared to the time-variant phase rotation e j2πṘ(t)/λc to yield:
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Ground-to-Ground (GtG)
To proceed for the GtG case, we return to (4) and focus on the m th multipath ray. Next make the assumption that all signal reflectors are physically stationary with respect to the antennas. We can then conclude that the range rate of a given multipath ray is the following linear combination of the velocities of the transmitter and receiver antennas:
which says that the total range rate is the sum of the receiver velocity projected onto the LOS of the multipath ray arriving at the receiver plus the same corresponding to the ray departing the transmitter. Since we are focusing on the m th multipath ray, our GtG model, adapted from (5), is now:
From (7) we can arrive at the discrete-time channel impulse response:
where we have "clustered" the arrivals corresponding to the k th delay accordingly:
If there are a large number of scatterers nearby either antenna, then it is clear that the distribution of |h k,n | will be Rayleigh [7] .
Air-to-Ground (AtG)
The relation expressed in (8) can now be used to aid our understanding of the AtG case. Since the complex exponential changes slowly with time it will not contribute to fading-rate and so we may absorb it intoά m :
j2πnTs(Vr·Lr,m+Vt·Lt,m)/λc
To continue, we require some assumptions. First, in the AtG case, we can safely assume that the signal emanating from the airborne vehicle does not encounter any local scattering as in the case of the ground vehicle. Second, there may be one or more large scatterers, such as mountains, that are assumed distant with respect to the airborne vehicle. Finally, we shall assume that the signals reflected from our large scatterers are clustered together in delay and that these clusters are not overlapping in time at the receiver. In other words, the range of delays due to all multipaths received from one "mountain" will not overlap the group received from a second "mountain". Of course, it is possible that these groups of multipath arrivals may overlap in delay, but generally this will not be the case. On account of these assumptions we can further specialize our channel model.
In order to visualize this situation refer to Fig. 3 . The assumptions previously mention provide the following. The first two assumptions taken together provide that the departing multipath rays from the airborne antenna which are reflected by one of the distant scatterers will be nearly parallel. So we may assume that the angles between these rays and the aircraft's velocity vector are nearly equal. The last assumption provides that for a given delay index k, all of the arriving rays will have nearly the same LOS departing the aircraft. On this account we may write:
At this time some observations are in order. Since the channel response described in (8) is generally applicable, if we apply it in the case of the AtG channel we will observe that the doppler bandwidth of this channel is quite extreme in comparison to typical GtG scenarios. Indeed, for realistic vehicle mobility assumptions, the fading rate is dominated by the doppler induced by the high aircraft velocity. Consequently, an adaptation to such channel behavior would be quite demanding.
However, in (9) we note that the fading rate of the summation is comparable with typical GtG scenarios since it is based purely on ground vehicle mobility. This is modified by a delay-dependent phase rotation entirely due to aircraft mobility. This observation leads to the following time-variant channel model which we call the AtG multipath model (AtGMM):
where:
This channel model is depicted in Fig. 4 . For our AtG model we see that the fading rate is similar to that of the GtG model when the deterministic phase rate is known.
OPTIMAL EQUALIZATION UNDER HIGH MOBILITY
Given this new model for the AtG case the next question we must consider is how to best exploit it. This model holds that doppler of all rays are not the same. If the doppler "dispersion", viz. the doppler spread, of the different multipaths is large enough then, from previous research [8] , we know that significant ICI will result. In section 4 we seek to quantify this effect, but for the present we will consider an approach to exploiting the AtGMM to mitigate the effect.
AtGMM Channel Estimation
We would like to estimate the channel parameters (10) h n,k , and the associated frequencies ω k . Since the system is dynamical, conventional adaptive filters are generally not appropriate and we will be forced to consider a Kalman filter. Further, since this system is non-linear, we should consider the "extended" variant of the Kalman filter (EKF). The system we wish to model has the following state propagation and observation equations, respectively:
In the following, we take the the states to be estimated as random constants and hence we assume u n = 0.
The EKF for estimating x n is described by the familiar expressions below [9] :
and Q = 0 on account of the previous assumption. For the AtGMM we define the following state vector:
where h k,n and e jω k Ts are those in (10) . Our state propagation function f k,n (x n ) is time-invariant and is uncoupled between different tap delays as follows:
The observation equation above is the cyclic convolution of the input vectors s i and the time-variant channel h n and is obtained as the individual rows taken from (2) (with C i in place of C) so that:
where Again, because the states corresponding to different tap delays are uncoupled, we can express F n and H n in terms of a specific delay k:
with the complete matrices expressed as:
In section 4.3 we present a comparison of the signal-to-interference-ratio performance using this channel estimation-based method with that of conventional OFDM equalization.
PERFORMANCE OF CONVENTIONAL-OFDM IN THE HIGH-MOBILITY ENVIRONMENT
Previously, we have developed a model for the AtG channel environment as well as a means of channel estimation. Because the channel estimation-based optimal equalization method uses the matrix inverse of C i it is straightforward to see that this method eliminates ICI (at substantial complexity cost). However, when conventional equalization is employed we know that ICI is unavoidable. In this section we consider the performance implications of the AtGMM for conventional equalization.
Computing the Average SINR for the AtGMM
Since the frequency offset of each delay within the AtGMM is different, we can employ existing analyses [8] of carrieroffset performance as a starting point. In our analysis we consider the average SINR across the entire channel bandwidth since, in the AtGMM, we are dealing with a frequency-selective channel. Furthermore, since we expect to code our information across multiple subchannels, the SINR we are interested in can be expressed as the ratio of the average signal energy to the average noise+interference energy. Finally we note that perfect channel knowledge is assumed in the following analysis. Clearly, practical systems must employ channel estimation of some sort and, consequently, additional degradation must be expected. The effects of imperfect channel knowledge are covered in [10] .
We can evaluate the average SINR across the subchannels as the ratio of the average received "useful" energy to the average noise plus self-interference energy:
whereS
Starting from [8] , the interference to the n th subcarrier due to the i th subcarrier and the k th multipath in the AtGMM environment is:
where M is an integer multiple of K and the "useful" signal within the n th subcarrier due to the k th multipath is I n,n,k . The total signal energy within the n th subcarrier results from the coherent sum due to all contributing multipaths:
The total interference energy within the n th subcarrier results from the coherent sum due to all contributing multipaths from all subcarriers i = n:
Also, it can be shown that the average interference power per subcarrier may be calculated as:
The previous two expressions provide the necessary information to calculate the desired SINR.
Minimizing ICI in the AtGMM
OFDM systems commonly employ carrier synchronization to mitigate the ICI that would otherwise result without it. Ideally, we would like to maximize the average SINR as described. This may be done by, equivalently, minimizing the ICI or maximizing the average signal power. The result is more immediate if we choose the latter. The average signal power with carrier synchronization is given as:S
where ω is the carrier synchronization frequency. Maximizing (15) by finding the ω that zeros its derivative yields an intractable expression that may only evaluated by numerical methods.
Although the above function may, in general, have multiple peaks, when the set of ω k times N can be considered small in magnitude, then the peaks merge. Under this condition, the following expression does a good job of approximating the optimal carrier offset:
which is clearly minimized when:
In this case the optimal carrier offset is close to the power-weighted average carrier offset. Viz., we can minimize the ICI by driving the carrier synchronization frequency to be equal to the power-weighted average doppler; an intuitively satisfying result. Although (16) only approximately maximizes (15), for even a moderately-dispersive set of doppler components this result is sufficiently accurate to assure a small signal loss when compared to using the optimal carrier frequency.
Simulation Results
In Fig. 5 we present simulation results which compare the simulated and theoretical SINR for a particular selection of tap coefficients for an input SNR of 30dB. A 64-subcarrier system with 16 sample cyclic prefix is simulated. where
This represents the weighted RMS frequency offset to subcarrier bandwidth ratio.
We note that for a normalized frequency offset exceeding 1%, that significant loss in SINR occurs in conventional systems. However, as we noted in section 3, the optimal OFDM processing is able to eliminate ICI. Consequently, we can maintain the input SNR regardless of the various tap frequency offsets. We also note that these results assume that the frequency offsets for each tap are within 1/2 the subcarrier bandwidth.
THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION FOR CONVENTIONAL-OFDM IN THE HIGH-MOBILITY ENVIRONMENT
In the previous section we derived an expression for the SINR within the AtGMM context when conventional OFDM is used. This allows us to assess the effect on the effective SNR, viz. the SINR, when confronted with a specific time/frequency dispersive scenario. To asses this effect, we note that it is necessary to consider both the number of subcarriers to be used as well as the specific RMS frequency offset. They must be jointly considered because, as we see in (15), N may be traded against the specific set of ω k 's (in addition to the proper choice for the carrier synchronization frequency ω). This suggests that under certain severe situations we may wish to decrease N to a point where the ICI is not problematic. However, since OFDM is burdened with the overhead of a cyclic prefix, this strategy will reduce the information throughput. To put this more precisely, the information throughput can be expressed:
where b is the number of bits per subcarrier and the throughput, η, is expressed in units of bits/sample.
In order to fairly compare various options, it is necessary to establish a specific (uncoded) BER performance criterion to be applied to all options. Consequently, this BER criterion has been established for all results in this section at 10 −3 . Under this requirement, we note that the number of bits per subcarrier b has a nearly linear relationship to SNR per bit (expressed in dB) and b 2 also has a linear relationship to SNR. Taking the logarithm of (14) we can extract b and use it in (17). We will then have an expression we can use to optimize the selection of N to maximize the information throughput.
As an example, we have shown in Fig. 6 several throughput curves corresponding to different mobility scenarios. The three scenarios correspond to stationary, low-dynamic, and high-dynamic mobility and use the same time/frequncy dispersive channel tap parameters used earlier and having RMS frequency offsets of 10 −5 , 10 −4 , and 10 −3 cycles per sample respectively.
From Fig. 6 we realize that at on the high end, throughput is limited by frequency offset sensitivity. On the low end, throughput is limited by the cyclic prefix overhead (which is taken as L = 16 in this section). Consequently, an optimization problem presents itself. We can now determine the optimal number of subcarriers that will maximize throughput given a particular RMS frequency offset subject to our BER constraint. Fig. 6 presents the results of this numerical analysis.
For very small RMS frequency offsets, the optimal symbol size is quite linear with change in RMS frequency offset. Then as we approach higher offsets, resulting in significant ICI, the slope decreases. This is due to the fact that as the cyclic prefix becomes a more significant proportion of the total symbol that throughput then begins to suffer. Consequently, as the frequency offset increases further, corresponding decreases in the throughput-optimal symbol size lessen when compared to those of the small-offset regime. This figure can be used in the design of conventional OFDM systems within fading contexts for selection of the appropriate symbol size.
Finally, in Fig. 8 we present the corresponding throughput that can optimally be achieved for a given RMS frequency offset.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have addressed the performance implications of high mobility with regard to OFDM modulation. In order to study this it was useful to derive an AtGMM channel model to replace the conventional time-invariant tapped delay line model. For this new model we obtained a means to estimate the parameters using an EKF. The result of such an estimation could be applied to an estimation-based equalization within the time domain for OFDM. Recognizing that such an equalization approach is prohibitively complex we then considered the effect of the AtG mobility within the context of conventional OFDM equalization and derived a performance measure in the form of an SINR. This expression can be used to evaluate specific time/frequency dispersive AtGMM channels. Simulations were performed that confirmed correspondence with the derived theory. The simulation also supports the claim that the optimal equalization eliminates ICI. Continuing the theme of using conventional OFDM within high mobility contexts we presented numerical analysis showing that an optimal symbol size could be selected that would maximize the information-loading within each subcarrier, given a specific received SNR and BER constraint. 
